
Cost Accounting – Acct 362/562

Preview for final exam

The final exam for this course can be taken Monday evening, June 9 at 6 p.m.   The exam is to be

taken in the regular classroom (235 ZSB).  The exam has an expected length of 110 minutes, with a

standard deviation of about 25 minutes.

The professor’s previous tests for this course are available on the course web site:

http://accountingprofessor.wordpress.com/cost-acct/

The exam is closed-book, closed-notes, closed study mate, closed internet, etc.  The test will

contain a standard page of equations/formulas.   You will need a calculator capable of transforming

numbers into logarithms and logarithms into numbers. 

There will not be an opportunity to retest.

CVP.  The topical coverage focuses on the relationship between revenue and variable/fixed costs.  You

will be tested only the cm percentage (%) approach to solving various types of problems.  The

different types of material that are fair game include the preferably of alternative production

strategies (indifference or cross-over points), and the amount of sales needed to reach

profitability goals in an environment of changing variable/fixed costs.  Also, there will be more

complex problems relating change in sales to change in profit.  You will need to prepare

contribution margin income statement to prove your answers.  Overall importance of chapter:

light to moderate emphasis.

Learning curve.  You will not need to use a computer to run a regression to determine parameters of

the learning curve, but you being able to identify relevant information from a regression output

table and then compute the learning curve parameters (a, b, learning effect) is fair game.  The

focus of the test questions is to compute costs for an income statement, and to compute marginal

cost/time for future production or service.  Icarus (problem 64) is a good problem to study. 

Overall importance of chapter: light to moderate emphasis.

Job order costing.  There are three aspects of this topic: 

(1) identifying information for income statement equations from data about various jobs

worked on during a period, 

(2) basic journal entries for accounting for costs of job costing, 

(3) applying manufacturing overhead to jobs and dealing with any under/over applied variance. 

Overall importance of topic: moderate to heavy emphasis.
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Activity based costing.  The first aspect of the topical coverage to be tested why ABC was invented

and whether it is a reasonable approach.  Knowledge of alternatives created to deal with

perceived ABC shortcomings is also important.  This aspect is tested via a written response

question.  The second aspect of the topical coverage is to apply ABC in a problem by (1)

calculating profitability using pre-ABC methods, (2) calculating various ABC application rates,

(2) determining the ABC cost of a product or service, and (3) calculate profitability using cost

plus pricing.  This is tested via a problem similar to what was assigned as homework.  Overall

importance of topic: moderate to heavy emphasis.

Standard costs and variance analysis.  You are responsible for computing variances for direct labor,

direct material, variable overhead and fixed overhead, as well as relevant journal entries.  Overall

importance of topic: light to moderate.

Terminology

There are no terms to define on this test.
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